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Abstract. Tor is one of the most popular anonymity systems in use
today, in part because of its design goal of providing high performance.
This has motivated research into performance enhancing modifications
to Tor’s circuit scheduling, congestion control, and bandwidth allocation
mechanisms. This paper investigates the effects of these proposed modifications on attacks that rely on network measurements as a side channel. We introduce a new class of induced throttling attacks in this space
that exploit performance enhancing mechanisms to artificially throttle
a circuit. We show that these attacks can drastically reduce the set of
probable entry guards on a circuit, in many cases uniquely identifying
the entry guard. Comparing to existing attacks, we find that although
most of the performance enhancing modifications improve the accuracy
of network measurements, the effectiveness of the attacks is reduced in
some cases by making the Tor network more homogeneous. We conclude
with an analysis of the total reduction in anonymity that clients face due
to each proposed mechanism.
2

1

Introduction

The Tor [10] network is a widely-used anonymity and censorship-circumvention
tool that provides anonymous Internet access to millions of users every day.
This anonymity is provided by routing user traffic through a circuit of three
relays, using layered encryption to prevent any single relay from seeing more
than the next and previous links in the circuit, so that a relay may know the
origin or destination of a connection, but not both. The Tor network allows users
to participate as clients without contributing as relays, to build a greater variety
of plausible uses of the network and provide a larger anonymity set.
One of the key design choices of the Tor system is the goal of building a
large anonymity set by providing high performance to as many users as possible,
while sacrificing some level of protection from large-scale (global) adversaries.
For example, Tor does not attempt to protect against an end-to-end correlation attack that certain mix systems try to prevent [7, 14, 25], as they introduce
large costs in increased latency making such systems difficult to use. This performance focus has led researchers to investigate a variety of methods to improve
performance, such as using different circuit scheduling algorithms [30], better
congestion control [2], and throttling high bandwidth clients [13, 22, 26]. Several
of these mechanisms have been or will be incorporated into the Tor software as
a result of this research.
One overlooked side effect of these improvements, however, is that in some
cases improving the performance of users can also improve the performance of
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attacks against the Tor network. For example, several attacks have been proposed [12, 17, 24, 27] that rely on measuring the latency or throughput of a Tor
circuit to draw inferences about its source and destination. If an algorithm improves the throughput or responsiveness of Tor circuits this can improve the
accuracy of the measurements used by these attacks either directly or by averaging a larger sample. Thus it is important to analyze how these modifications
to Tor interact with attacks based on network measurements.
In this paper we investigate this interaction. We start by introducing a new
class of attacks based on network measurement, which we call induced throttling
attacks. In these attacks, an adversarial exit node exploits congestion or traffic
admission control algorithms to artificially throttle and unthrottle a chosen circuit without directly sending data through the circuit or relay. This leads to a
recognizable pattern in other circuits sharing resources with the target circuit,
leaking information about the connection between the client and entry guard.
We show that there are highly effective induced throttling attacks against most
of the proposed scheduling, flow control, and admission control modifications to
Tor, allowing an adversary to uniquely identify entry guards in many cases.
We also examine the effect these algorithms have on previous attacks [17, 24]
to see if the improvement in performance, and therefore in network measurements, leads to more successful attacks. Through large-scale simulation, we find
that for throughput attacks, the improved network measurements are essentially
“cancelled out” by the reduced variance in performance provided by these improvements. We also find that nearly all of the proposed improvements increase
the effectiveness of latency-based attacks, in many cases leading to a 10% or
higher loss in “degree of anonymity.”
Finally, we perform a comprehensive analysis of the combined effects of
throughput, induced throttling and latency-measurement attacks. We show that
using induced throttling, the combined attacks can in many cases uniquely identify the source of a circuit by a likelihood ratio test. These results indicate that
flow and admission control algorithms can have considerable impact on the security as well as performance of the Tor network, and new proposals must be
evaluated for resistance to induced throttling.

2

Background and Related Work

This section discusses the proposed performance-enhancing algorithms for and
attacks against Tor to facilitate an understanding of our work.
2.1

Tor

As previously mentioned, Tor is the most popular anonymity and censorshipcircumvention system, currently consisting of roughly 3000 relays and millions
of daily users. During the circuit building process, each client chooses the entry
relay into the Tor network from a small set of relays (currently three). Every
circuit built by the client will begin with one of these guard relays in order to
prevent passive logging attacks [28, 32]. It is generally considered feasible for
an adversary to eventually de-anonymize a client by combining knowledge of a
client’s guard nodes with other attacks [4, 17].
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2.2 Circuit Scheduling
Tor traditionally used a round robin [15] fair queuing algorithm to determine
which among the active circuits on an onion-routing connection to send from
next. Although the round robin algorithm is still the software default, the network directory authorities are currently distributing configuration options that
enable an EWMA-based algorithm. The EWMA algorithm selects the circuit
with the lowest exponentially weighted moving average throughput, and was
suggested by Tang and Goldberg [30] in order to reduce latency and prioritize
performance for low throughput circuits.
2.3 Congestion Control
The high client-to-relay ratio in Tor causes performance problems that have been
the focus of a considerable amount of previous research. The main congestion
control mechanism used by Tor is an end-to-end window based system, where the
exit relay and client use SENDME control cells to infer network level congestion.
Tor separates data flowing inbound from data flowing outbound,3 and congestion
control mechanisms operate independently on each flow. Each circuit starts with
an initial 1000 cell window which is decremented by the source edge node for
every cell sent. When the window reaches 0, the source edge stops sending.
Upon receiving 100 cells, the receiver edge node returns a SENDME cell to the
source edge, allowing the source edge to increment its circuit window by 100
and continue sending more cells.
Tor’s end-to-end congestion control is slow to react to congestion that occurs
in the middle of circuits. Therefore, AlSabah et al. introduced N23 [2], a link
based algorithm that can instead detect and react to congestion on every link
in the circuit. Similar to the native congestion control mechanism in Tor, each
relay in an N23-controlled circuit initializes its credit balance to N 2 + N 3 and
decrements it by one for every cell it forwards. After a node has forwarded N 2
cells, it returns back a flow control cell containing the number of forwarded cells
to the backward relay. Upon receiving a flow control cell from the forward relay,
the backward relay updates its credit balance to be N 2+N 3 minus the difference
in cells it has forwarded and cells the forward relay has forwarded.
2.4 Traffic Admission Control
Guard nodes in Tor have the ability4 to throttle clients using a basic rate limiter [9]. The algorithm uses a token bucket whose size and refill rate are configurable to enforce a long-term average throughput while allowing short-term data
bursts. The intuition behind the algorithm is that a throttling guard node will
limit the client’s rate of requests for new data, which will lower the outstanding
amount of data that exists inside the network at any given time and generally
reduce congestion and improve performance.
3

4

Throughout this paper, we use inbound to indicate the direction toward the client
edge of a circuit, and outbound to indicate the direction toward the exit relay edge
of a circuit. Relatedly, we use forward to indicate the direction of the destination of
a data flow, and backward to indicate the direction of the source of a data flow.
Tor does not currently enable throttling by default.
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There have been many proposed uses of and alterations to the approach outlined above, some of which vary the connections that are throttled [1, 22, 26]
and others that vary the throttle rate [13, 22, 26]. Of particular interest are algorithms that dynamically utilize the number of client-to-guard (C-G) connections to adjust throttling rates [22]: the bitsplit algorithm divides its configured
BandwidthRate evenly among C-G connections; the flag algorithm uses the number of C-G connections to determine the rate over which a client will get flagged
as “high throughput” and throttled; and the threshold algorithm throttles the
loudest fraction of C-G connections.
2.5 Known Attacks
Murdoch and Danezis previously proposed a Tor circuit clogging attack [27] in
which the adversary sends data through a circuit in order to cause congestion and
change its latency characteristics. The adversary correlates the latency variations
of this circuit with those of circuits through other relays in order to identify the
likely relays of a target circuit. The attack requires significant bandwidth in order
to produce a signal strong enough for correlation, and it has been shown to be no
longer effective [12]. There have been numerous variations on this attack, some
of which have simple defenses [12, 18] and others that have low success rates [4].
This work does not consider these “general” congestion attacks where the main
focus is keeping bandwidth usage small enough to remain practical. Instead, we
focus on the feasibility and anonymity effects of new induced throttling attacks
introduced by recent performance enhancing algorithm proposals.
Mittal et al. recently proposed “stealthy” throughput attacks [24] where an
adversary that controls an exit node of a circuit attempts to find its guard
relay by using “probe” clients that measure the attainable throughput through
each relay.5 The adversary may then correlate the circuit throughput measured
at the exit node with the throughput of each of its probes to find the guard
node with high probability. Some of our attacks also utilize probe clients in
order to recognize the signal produced once throttling has been induced on a
circuit. Hopperet al. [17] propose an attack where an adversary injects malicious
javascript into a webpage in order to measure the round trip time of a circuit.
The adversary may use these measurements to narrow the possible path the
target circuit is taking through the network and approximate the geographical
location of the client. As our techniques are similar to both of these attacks, we
include them in our evaluation in Section 4 and analysis in Section 7.

3

Methodology

The remainder of this paper will focus on the proposed changes to Tor’s internal algorithms that aim to reduce congestion or throttle circuits as discussed
in Section 2. In particular, we consider three classes of algorithms that have
been recently proposed: EWMA circuit scheduling [30]; N23 congestion control [2]; and bitsplit, flag, and threshold throttling [22]. We will also consider an
5

The attack is active in that an adversary launches it by sending data to relays, but
stealthy in that its data streams are indistinguishable from normal client streams.
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ideal throttling algorithm that has perfect knowledge of the traffic type of every
stream.6
3.1

Metrics

We will explore new algorithm-specific attacks we have developed, as well as
previously published generic attacks [17, 24], and quantify the extent to which
the attacks affect anonymity. In analyzing the algorithms, we can expect them
to have one of two effects: the algorithms may improve the effectiveness of statistical attacks by making side channel throughput and latency measurements
more accurate, improving the adversary’s ability to de-anonymize the client; or
the algorithms may reduce the noise that an adversary uses to eliminate entry
guards and clients from the potential candidate set, frustrating the attacks and
improving client anonymity. We will use the following metrics to determine the
extent to which our attacks affect anonymity:
Percentile The percentile for a candidate target T of an attack is defined as
the percent of other candidate targets (i.e., members of the anonymity set) with
a lower score than T, based on statistical information the attacker uses to score
each candidate as the true target. A higher percentile for T means there is a
greater likelihood that T is the true target. Percentiles allow an attacker to
reduce uncertainty by increasing confidence about the true target, or increasing
confidence in rejecting candidates unlikely to be the true target.
Degrees of Anonymity In order to measure the actual level of anonymity
lost in the attacks for each algorithm, we first analyze reduction in terms of
entropy [8,29] and then compute the degree of anonymity [8]. Entropy quantifies
uncertainty an adversary has about a target, while the degree of anonymity loss
provides us with how much total information a system is leaking. We create a
reduced anonymity set based on a threshold value determining what entities to
include or discard, then for each possible threshold value we calculate the degree
of anonymity loss. While this may not show the direct implications of anonymity
loss on each client, we can determine the best case scenario for a potential
adversary by examining the maximum amount of information leakage possible.
Perhaps more importantly, it allows us to do cross experimental comparisons
to determine the effect that different algorithms have under different attack
scenarios.
Client Probability In order to determine the total reduction in anonymity, we
consider the probability distribution that clients have before and after an attack.
Given a set of relays R, the a priori probability that a relay Ri is the guard node
1
. In addition, for each relay Ri and a set of clients C, the
G is P [G = Ri ] = |R|
1
a priori probability that a client Ci is the victim V is P [V = Ci |Rj ] = |C|
.
Therefore,
we
define
the
probability
that
any
client
C
is
the
victim
as:
P
[V
=
i
P
Ci ] = j P [V = Ci |Rj ]P [G = Rj ]. For our purposes, an attack can affect this
6

The algorithm throttles high throughput nodes at a rate of 50 KiB/s and approximates the difftor approach of AlSabah et al. [1].
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metric in one of two ways: it either will attempt to identify possible entry guards,
thus changing the probability distribution P [G = Ri ]; or it tries to reduce the
set of possible clients given that it knows a potential entry guard, in which case
the distribution P [V = Ci |Rj ] is updated for each relay Rj .
3.2

Experimental Setup and Model

Our experiments will utilize the Shadow simulator [19, 21], an accurate discrete
event simulator that runs the real Tor code over a simulated network. Shadow allows us to configure large scale experiments running on network sizes not feasible
using traditional distributed network testbeds [5] while offering precise control
over network topology, latency, and bandwidth characteristics. Shadow also allows us to: control Tor’s circuit creation process; experiment with our attacks in
a safe environment; and run repeatable experiments while only modifying the algorithm or attack scenario of interest, resulting in more controlled and accurate
evaluations and comparisons.
We developed a model of the Tor network based on work by Jansen et al. [20],
and use it as the base of each large scale experiment in the following sections. We
will discuss necessary changes to the following base configuration as we explore
each specific attack scenario: 160 exit relays, 240 nonexit relays, 2375 web clients,
125 bulk clients, 75 small TorPerf clients, 75 medium TorPerf clients, 75 large
TorPerf clients, and 400 HTTP servers. The web client downloads a 320 KiB
file from one of the randomly selected servers, after which it sleeps for a time
between 1 and 60 seconds drawn uniformly at random before starting the next
download. The bulk clients repeatedly download a 5 MiB file with no wait time
between downloads. Finally, the TorPerf clients only perform one download every
10 minutes, where the small, medium and large clients download 50 KiB, 1 MiB
and 5MiB files respectively. This distribution of clients is used to approximate
the findings of McCoy et al. [23], Chaabane et al. [3] and data from Tor [31].

4

Algorithmic Effects on Known Attacks

This section evaluates how recently proposed performance enhancing algorithms
affect previously known guard and client identification attacks against Tor.
4.1

Throughput as a Signal

We first explore the scenario of Mittal et al. [24], where an attacker is able to
identify the guard relay of a circuit with high probability by correlating throughput measured at an adversarial exit node to probe measurements made through
a set of entry guards.
We first ran our base experiment from Section 3.2 to discover the circuits that
each bulk client created. Then, for every entry G that was not a middle or exit
relay for any bulk client, we instantiated a probe client that created a one-hop
circuit through G in order to measure its throughput. This was done to minimize
the interference of other probes on bulk circuits, where they only potentially
affect the circuit they are measuring and no other. We compared vanilla Tor with
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Fig. 2: Results for throughput attack with vanilla Tor compared to different throttling
algorithms.

6 different algorithms: EWMA circuit scheduling [30], N23 congestion control [2],
bitsplit, flag, and threshold throttling [22], and ideal throttling.
The results for the EWMA and N23 algorithms can be seen in Figure 1. Figure 1a shows the correlation of each entry’s throughput to that measured by its
assigned probe client as a cumulative distribution function (CDF). High correlation scores mean changes in the true entry’s throughput strongly corresponds
with changes in the probe’s throughput. Figure 1b shows, for each candidate
entry, the percent of other candidates with a lower score (see Section 3.1). Correlation scores and percentiles can help the attacker reduce uncertainty about
the entry node of the target circuit. Figure 1c shows the degree of anonymity
loss while varying the threshold value, that is, the minimum correlation score an
entry guard must have to be included in set of possible guards. Our results indicate that there are more candidates that match well with the true entry with
EWMA (i.e., more uncertainty about the true entry). However, both EWMA
and N23 result in insignificant anonymity loss compared to vanilla Tor.
Results for the throttling algorithms are shown in Figure 2. We found incredibly low entry guard correlation scores for the ideal and flag algorithms in
Figure 2a, and Figure 2b shows that 48% of entry guards are in the top quintile
of the list based on correlation score in vanilla Tor, while only 22-41% of the
guards in the throttling algorithm experiments made it in the top quintile. Figure 2c shows a much larger peak in anonymity loss for vanilla Tor compared to all
other algorithms, indicating that an adversary would expect more information
leakage when choosing the threshold correctly. This implies that the throttling
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algorithms would actually result in a larger anonymity set for the adversary,
making the attack less accurate. Intuitively, the throughput of throttled circuits
tend to be more similar than the throughput of unthrottled circuits, increasing
the uncertainty during the attack. The throttling algorithms effectively smooth
out circuit throughput to the configured long-term throttle rate, making it more
difficult to distinguish the actual entry guard from the set of potential guards.
4.2 Latency as a Signal
We now explore the latency attack of Hopper et al. [17]. They show how an
adversarial exit relay, having learned the identity of the entry guard in the circuit,
is able to estimate the latency between the client and guard. This is accomplished
by creating two ping streams through the circuit, one originating from the client
and one from the attacker. The ping stream from the attacker is used to estimate
the latency between the entry guard and the exit relay which, when subtracted
from the ping times between the client and exit relay produces an estimate of
latency between the client and guard. Using network coordinates to compile the
set of “actual” latencies between potential clients and guards, the adversary is
then able to reduce the anonymity set of clients based on the estimated latency.
Since this attack relies on the accuracy of the estimated latency measurements,
the majority of the algorithms have the potential to decrease the anonymity of
the clients by allowing an adversary to discard more potential clients.
For our experiments, we use the same base configuration with 400 relays and
2500 clients, with an additional 250 victim clients setup to send pings through the
Tor circuit every 5 seconds. Then, for each victim client a corresponding attacker
client is added, which creates an identical circuit to the one used by the victim,
and then sends a ping over this circuit every 5 seconds. These corresponding ping
clients are used to calculate the estimated latency between the victim and entry
guard as discussed above. In order to determine the actual latencies between
the clients and guard node, we utilize the fact that Shadow determines the
latency distribution that is sampled from between each node that communicates
in the experiment, so we merely assign the median latency of these distributions
as the actual latencies between nodes. This would correspond to the analysis
done in [17] where it is assumed that these quantities were known a priori, so we
believe using this “insider information” doesn’t contradict any assumptions made
in the initial paper outlining the attack. Furthermore, since we’re ultimately
concerned with how the attacks differ using various algorithms, the analysis
should hold.
Similar to the original attack, we take the minimum of all observed ping
times seen over both the victim and attacker circuit, denoted TV X and TAX respectively. Then, an estimate of the latency between the victim and entry guard,
TV E , is calculated as T̂AE = TV X − TAX + TAE , where TAE is the latency between the attacker and entry guard as calculated above. Figures 3a and 4a show
the difference in estimated latency computed by an adversary and the actual
latency between the client and guard, while Figures 3b and 4b show how these
compare with the differences between the estimate and other possible clients.
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While these graphs only show a slight improvement for every algorithm except
EWMA, the degree of anonymity loss in Figures 3c and 4c shows a noticeable
increase in the maximum possible information gain an adversary can achieve.
Even though there is only a slight improvement in the accuracy of the latency
estimation, this allows an adversary to consider a smaller window around the
estimation to filter out potential clients while still retaining similar accuracy
rates. This results in a smaller set of potential clients to consider, and thus a
higher reduction in anonymity of the victim client.

5

Induced Throttling via Congestion Control

We now look at how an attacker is able to use specific mechanisms in the congestion control algorithms to induce throttling on a target circuit.
5.1

Artificial Congestion

Recall from Section 2.3, the congestion control algorithms send control cells
backward to notify edge nodes to send more data. If there is congestion and
the nodes go long enough without receiving these cells, they stop sending data
until the next control cell is received. Using these mechanisms, an adversarial
exit node can implicitly control when a client can and cannot send data forward,
thereby inducing artificial congestion.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of such techniques, we introduce a more detailed “torrent” client that models the BitTorrent protocol and mimics a “tit-fortat” scheme [6]. Instead of downloading a file from a server as is done by the existing web and bulk clients, the torrent client swaps 16 KiB blocks of data with a
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30 seconds into these periods, the torrent client runs out of available cells to send and goes into an idle state, leaving
more resources to the bulk client resulting in a rise in the observed throughput.
Next we want to identify how a potential adversary could utilize this in an
attempt to identify entry guards used in a circuit. We can see the intuition behind the attack in Figure 5: when throttling of a circuit is repeatedly toggled,
the throughput of all other circuits going through those nodes will increase and
then decrease, producing a noticeable pattern which an adversary may be able
to detect. We assume a scenario similar to previous attacks [12,24,27], where an
adversary controls an exit node and wants to identify the entry guard of a circuit going through them. The adversary creates one-hop probe circuits through
possible entry guards by extending circuits through middle relays that the adversary controls, and measures the throughput and congestion on each circuit
at a constant interval. The adversary then periodically throttles the circuit by
holding control cells and tests for an increase in throughput for the duration of
the attack. By repeatedly performing this action an attacker should be able to
reduce the possible set of entry guards that the circuit might be using.
5.2

Small Scale Experiment

To test the feasibility of such an attack, we designed a small scale experiment
with 20 relays, 190 web clients and 10 bulk clients. One of the exit relays was
designated as the adversary and one of the bulk clients was designated as the
victim. The victim bulk client was then configured to use the torrent client while
creating circuits using the adversary as their exit relay. Then, for each of the
19 remaining non-adversarial relays, a probe client was added and configured to
create one-hop circuits through the relay, measuring observed throughput in 100
ms intervals. The adversarial exit relay would then wait until the victim client
created the connection, then every 60 seconds would toggle between normal
mode in which all control cells are sent as appropriate, and throttle mode where
all control cells are held.
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Fig. 6: Raw and smoothed throughput of probe through guard during attack.
Figure 6a shows the observed throughput at the probe client connected to the
entry guard that the victim client was using, where the shaded regions correspond
to the periods where the victim client runs out of available cells to send and is
throttled. During these periods the probe client sees a large spike in observed
throughput as more resources become available at the guard relay. While these
changes are visually identifiable, we need a quantitative test that can deal with
noise and variability in order to analyze a large number of probe clients and
reduce the set of possible guards.
5.3

Smoothing Throughput

The first step is to smooth out the throughput measurements for each probe
client in order to filter out any noise. Given throughput measurements (ti , bi ),
we first compute the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA), using
α = 0.01. We then take the output from EWMA and pass it through a cubic
spline smoothing algorithm [16] with smoothing parameter λ = 0.5. The result of
this process can be seen in Figure 6b with the normalized smoothed throughput
plotted over the shaded attack windows.
5.4

Scoring Algorithm

The intuition behind the scoring algorithm can be seen in Figure 6b. Over each
attack window marked by the shaded regions, the guard probe client should
see large increases and decreases in throughput at the beginning and end of the
window. Here we want the scoring algorithm to place heavy weight on consistent
large increases and decreases that align with all the windows, while at the same
time minimizing false positives from potentially assigning too much weight to
large spikes that randomly happen to align with the attack window.
The first step of the scoring algorithm is to calculate a linear regression on the
smoothed throughput over the first δ seconds7 at the start and end of each attack
window and collect the slope values si and ei for the start and end regression.
Then for each window i, first sort all probe clients based on their si slope value
from highest to lowest, and for each probe client record their relative rank rsi .
Repeat this for the slope value ei , only instead sort the clients from lowest to
7

Through empirical evaluation we found δ = 30 seconds to be ideal
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Fig. 7: Large-scale induced throttling via congestion control. The torrent client sends
a single stream over the circuit.

highest, again recording their relative rank rei . Rankings are used instead of the
raw slope value in order to prevent the false positives from large spikes mentioned
previously. Now that each probe client has a set of ranks {rs1 , re1 , . . . , rsn , ren }
over n attack windows, the final score assigned to each client is simply the mean
of all the ranks, where the lower the score the higher chance the probe client
connected through the entry guard.
5.5

Large Scale Experiments

In order to test the accuracy of this attack on a large scale, we used the base
experiment setup discussed in Section 3.2, with the addition of one-hop probe
clients to connect through each relay. For each run, a random circuit used by
a bulk node was chosen to be the attack circuit and the exit node used in the
circuit was made an attacker node. The bulk node was then updated to run a
torrent client, and the probe clients that were initially set up to probe the middle
and exit relays were removed. For each algorithm, we performed 40 runs with
the different attack circuits chosen for each run. We configure the experiments
with the vanilla Tor algorithm which uses SENDME cells for congestion control,
and the N23 congestion control algorithm with N 3 = 500 and N 3 = 100. We
experimented with having the torrent client send 1, 2, 5, and 10 streams over the
circuit. The single stream results are shown in Figure 7 and the multiple stream
results in Figure 8.
Figure 7a shows the CDF of the average score computed by the ranking
algorithm for the entry guards’ probe client, while Figure 7b shows the CDF
of the percent of probe clients with a higher rank (i.e. worse score) than the
true guard’s probe client. Interestingly, even though in vanilla Tor not a single
entry guard probe had a score better than 150 out of 400, we still see about 80%
of the entry guard probe clients were in the 25th percentile amongst all probe
clients. Furthermore, we see that the attack is much more successful with the
N23 algorithm, especially with N 3 = 100, with peaks in degree of anonymity loss
at 31%, compared to 27% with N 3 = 500 and 19% in vanilla Tor. This is due to
the fact that it is easier to induce throttling with N23, especially when the N 3
value is low. In vanilla Tor, the initial window is set at 1000 cells, while for the
N23 algorithm this would be N 2 + N 3, which works out to 510 and 110 cells for
N 3 = 500 and N 2 = 100 respectively (default value for N 2 is 10). The outcome
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Fig. 8: Large-scale induced throttling via congestion control. The torrent client sends
multiple streams over the circuit. The anonymity loss is higher when the torrent client
utilizes more streams.

is that for N23 with N 3 = 100, we were able to throttle the attack circuit around
12 times, resulting in 24 comparison points over all attack windows, while both
with N 3 = 500 and vanilla Tor we see around 7 attack windows, resulting in 14
comparison points. The reason that we see slightly better entry probe rankings
with N 3 = 500 than vanilla Tor is because with N23, each node buffers cells when
it runs out of credit, while vanilla Tor buffers cells at the client. This means when
the congestion control cell is finally sent by the attacker, it would cause the entry
guard to flush the circuits buffer and cause an immediately noticeable change in
throughput and thus a higher rank score for the entry guard.
While using one circuit for one stream is the ideal greedy strategy for a BitTorrent client using Tor, it may not always be feasible to accomplish this. To
explore what effects sending multiple streams over a circuit has on the attacks,
for each algorithm we experimented having our torrent client send 2, 5, and 10
streams over the circuit that the attacker throttles. The results are shown in Figure 8. For each algorithm, we can see how the degree of anonymity loss changes
as more streams are multiplexed over a single Tor circuit. Not surprisingly, all
three algorithms have a high degree of anonymity loss when sending 10 streams
over the circuit, as this dramatically increases the amount of data being sent
over the circuit. Thus, when the artificial throttling is induced, there will be
larger variations and changes in observed throughput at the entry guard’s probe
client. Even adding a single extra stream to the circuit can in some cases cause
a noticeable reduction in the degree of anonymity, as particularly exemplified by
the N23 algorithm with N 3 = 100 (Figure 8c).

6

Induced Throttling via Traffic Admission Control

We now explore how an attacker is able to use specific mechanisms in proposed
traffic admission control algorithms to induce throttling on a target circuit, creating a throughput signal at much lower cost than the techniques required in [24].
6.1

Connection Sybils

Recall that each of the algorithms proposed in [22] relies on the number of clientto-guard connections to adaptively adjust the throttle rate (see Section 2). Unfortunately, this feature may be controlled by the adversary during an active
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Fig. 9: Small scale sybil attack on the bandwidth throttling algorithms from [22]. The
shaded area represents the period during which the attack is active. The sybils cause
an easily recognizable drop in throughput on the target circuit.

sybil attack [11]: an adversary may either modify a Tor client to create multiple
connections to a target guard relay instead of just one, or boot multiple Tor
clients that are each instructed to connect to the same target.8 As a result, the
number of connections C at the target will increase to C = Cn + Cs , where
Cn is the number of normal connections and Cs is the number of sybil connections. The throttling algorithms will be affected as follows: the bitsplit algorithm
; the flag algorithm will throttle any
will lower the throttle rate to BandwidthRate
Cn +Cs
to the conconnection whose average throughput has ever exceeded BandwidthRate
Cn +Cs
figured flag rate; and the threshold algorithm will throttle the loudest fraction
f of connections to the throughput of the quietest of that throttled set (but no
less than a floor of 50 KiB/s).9 Therefore, the attacker may cause the throttle
rate at any guard relay to reduce dramatically in all of the algorithms by using
enough sybils. In this way, an adversary controlling an exit node can determine
the guard node belonging to a target circuit with high probability. Note that the
attacker need not use any bandwidth or computational resources beyond that
which is required to establish the connections from its client(s) to the target
guard relay.
We test the feasibility of this attack in Shadow. We configure a network with
5 relays, a file server, and a single victim client that downloads a large file from
the server through Tor for 300 seconds. The adversary controls the exit relay on
the client’s circuit and therefore is able to compute the client’s throughput. The
attacker starts multiple sybil nodes at time t = 100 seconds that each connect
to the same entry relay used by the victim. The sybil nodes are shut down at
t = 200, after being active for 100 seconds.
The results of this attack on each algorithm are shown in Figure 9, where the
shaded area represents the time during which the attack was active. Figure 9a
shows that the bitsplit algorithm is only affected while the attack is active, after
which the client throughput returns to normal. However, the client throughput
remains degraded in both Figures 9b and 9c—the flag algorithm flagged the
client as a high throughput node and did not unflag it while the threshold al8
9

A similar attack was previously described in [22], Section 5.2, Attack 4.
We use a flag rate of 5 KiB/s and a threshold of f = 0.10 as advised in [22]
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Fig. 10: Large scale sybil attack on the bandwidth throttling algorithms from [22].
The shaded area represents the period during which the attack is active. Due to token
bucket sizes, the throughput signal may be missed if the attack phases are too short.

gorithm continued to throttle at the 50 KiB/s floor. Further, notice that the
throttling does not occur until roughly 10 to 20 seconds after the attack has
begun. This is due to the size of the token bucket, i.e., the BandwidthBurst
configuration: the attack causes the refill rate to drop dramatically, but it takes
time for the client to use up the existing tokens in the bucket. In addition to the
delay associated with the token bucket size, Figure 9c shows added delay in the
threshold algorithm because it only updates throttle rates once per minute.
6.2 Large Scale Experiments
We further explore the sybil attack on a large scale in Shadow. In addition to
the base experiment setup discussed in Section 3.2, we add a victim client who
downloads a large file through a circuit with an adversarial exit and a known
target guard. The adversary starts sybil nodes and instructs them to connect
to the known target guard at time t = 100. The sybil nodes cycle through 60
second active and inactive phases, and the adversary measures the throughput
of the circuit.
The results of this attack on each algorithm are shown in Figure 10, where
the shaded area again represents the time during which the attack was active. In
the large scale experiment, only the bitsplit algorithm (Figure 10a) produced a
repeatable signal while the throttle rate remained constant after the first phase
for both flag (Figure 10b) and threshold (Figure 10c). Also, these results show
the importance of correctly computing the attack duration: the signal was missed
during the first phase for both bitsplit and flag because the token bucket had
not yet fully drained.
6.3 Search Extensions
Because the drop in throughput during the attack is easily recognizable, it is
much easier to carry out than those discussed in Section 5. Therefore, in addition
to statistical correlations that eliminate potential guards from a candidate set for
a given circuit, a search strategy over the potential guard set will also be useful.
In a linear search, the adversary would attack each candidate guard one by one
until the throughput signal on the target circuit is recognized. This strategy is
simple, but it may take a long time to test every candidate. A binary search,
where the attacker tests half of the candidates in each phase of the search, would
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significantly reduce the search time. Note that a binary search may be ineffective
on certain configurations of the flag and threshold algorithms because of the lack
of a repeatable signal (see Figures 9 and 10).
Regardless of the search strategy, a successful attack will contain enough
sybils to allow the adversary to recognize the throughput signal, but otherwise
be as fast as possible. Given our results above, the attack should consider the
token bucket size and refill rate of each candidate guard to aid in determining
the number of sybils to launch and the length of time each sybil should remain
active. An adversary who controls the circuit exit may compute the average
circuit throughput and estimate the amount of time it would take for the circuit
to deplete the remaining tokens in a target guard’s bucket during an attack.
Each sybil should then remain active for at least that amount of time. Figure 10
shows that the throughput signal may be missed without these considerations.

7

Analysis

Having seen how the algorithms perform independently in different attack scenarios, we now want to examine the overall effects on anonymity that each
algorithm has. For our analysis, we use client probability distributions as discussed in Section 3.1 to measure how much information is gained by an adversary. Recall P
that we have the probability that a client is the victim being
P [V = Ci ] =
j P [V = Ci |Rj ]P [G = Rj ] for a set of relays R and clients
C. Now we need to determine how to update the probability distributions for
P [G = Rj ] and P [V = Ci |Rj ] based on the attacks we’ve covered.
There are three attacks discussed that are used to learn information about the
guard node used in a circuit, determining P [G = Rj ]. The throughput attack and
artificial throttling attack both attempt to reduce the set of possible entry guards
by assigning a score to each guard and using a threshold value to determine the
reduced set. For each attack, we compile the set of scores assigned to the actual
guard nodes, and use this set as input to a kernel density estimator in order to
generate an estimate of the probability density function, P̂ . Then, given a relay
Rj with a score score(Rj ) we can compute P [G = Rj ] = P̂ [X = score(Rj )]. For
the sybil attacks on the throttling algorithms we were able to uniquely identify
the entry guard, so we have P [G = Rj ] = 1 if Rj is the guard, otherwise it’s 0.
Therefore, denoting RG as the guard relay, we have P [V = Ci ] = P [V = Ci |RG ].
For determining the probability distribution for P [V = Ci |Rj ], recall that the
latency attack computes the difference between the estimated latency T̂V E and
the actual latency TV E as the score, and ranks potential clients that way. Using
the absolute value of the difference as the score, we compute the probability
density function P̂ in the same way as we did for P [G = Rj ]. Therefore, to
compute P [V = Ci |Rj ], we let latCi Rj be the actual latency between client
Ci and relay Rj , and T̂V E be the estimate latency between the client and entry
guard. Then, with dif f = |latCi Rj − T̂V E | we have P [V = Ci |Rj ] = P̂ [X = dif f ]
from the computed probability density function.
Our analysis first concentrates on how the algorithms perform with the
throughput and latency attack compared to vanilla Tor. We then focus on the
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Fig. 11: Victim client probabilities, various congestion control attack scenarios.
new induced throttling attacks shown in Section 5 and 6 to see if there are improvements over either vanilla Tor or the throughput attack with the algorithms.
For each attack we use a set of potential victims {Vi } and their entry guards Gi
and compute the probabilities P [V = Vi ] as shown above.
The results for the algorithms EWMA, N23, and the induced throttling attacks described in Section 5 are shown in Figure 11. We can see in Figure 11a
that with just the throughput and latency attack, vanilla Tor leaks about the
same amount of anonymity of a client as EWMA and N23. The exception to this
is that a tiny proportion of clients have probabilities ranging from 4-6% which
is outside the range in vanilla Tor. Referring back to Figure 3 we see that these
algorithms, N23 in particular, leak slightly more information than vanilla Tor
based on latency estimation. While sometimes this information gain might be
counteracted by the amount of possible entry guards that need to be considered,
there are a small amount of cases where the guard set is reduced enough that the
extra information from the latency attack translates into a higher probability
for the client.
When replacing the throughput attack with the induced throttling attack we
start to see a larger divergence in client probabilities, as shown in Figure 11b.
While the induced throttling attack with vanilla Tor leaks slightly more information than vanilla Tor with the throughput attack, N23 with N 3 = 500 has higher
client probabilities than both attacks on vanilla Tor and higher than N23 with
just the throughput attack. Furthermore, N23 with N 3 = 100 does significantly
better than all previous algorithms, leaking more information than vanilla Tor
for almost half the clients, reaching probabilities as high as 15%.
The results in Figure 11b assume that the client only sends one stream over
the circuit, the worst case scenario for an adversary. As shown in Figure 8, as the
number streams multiplexed over the circuit increases, the degree of anonymity
loss sharply approaches 100% implying that an adversary would be able to
uniquely identify the entry guard. An analysis with this assumption of “perfect knowledge” can be seen in Figure 11c, where P [G = Rj ] = 1 when Rj is
the entry guard. Here we see a dramatic improvement from when a client only
sends a single stream over the circuit, with some clients having probabilities as
high as 60%, compared to a peak of 15% with a single stream.
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Fig. 12: Victim client probabilities, various traffic admission control attack scenarios.
Using the throughput attack with the traffic admission control algorithms
produces similar results as N23 and EWMA, as shown in Figure 12a. There is
a slightly higher upper bound in the client probability caused by the threshold
and ideal throttling algorithms, but for the most part these results line up fairly
closely to what was previously seen. Given that the throttling algorithms all
had similar peaks to N23 with respect to the loss of anonymity in the latency
attacks, these results aren’t too surprising. Even with the improved performance
of the latency attack, these gains are wiped out by the fact that the throughput
attack results in too many guards that need to be considered in relation to the
clients. However, when using the sybil attack to induce throttling under the
assumption that the adversary is able to uniquely identify the entry guard in
use, we see dramatically higher client probabilities. Figure 12b shows the result
of this analysis, where at the extreme end we see clients with probabilities as
high as 90%. This is due to the fact that with the sybil attack we are able to
identify the exact entry guard used by each victim, thus reducing the noise from
having to consider the latency of clients based on other possible relays. This very
effectively demonstrates the level of anonymity lost when an adversary is able
to significantly reduce the set of candidate entry guards.

8

Conclusion

While high performance is vital to the Tor system, algorithms which seek to
improve allocation of network resources via more advanced congestion control
or traffic admission algorithms need to take into account the implications on
anonymity, both with respect to existing attacks and the potential for new ones.
To this effect, we introduce a new class of induced throttling attacks and demonstrate the effectiveness across a wide variety of performance enhancing algorithms, resulting in dramatic information leakage on victim clients. Using the
new class of attacks, we perform a comprehensive analysis on the implications
on anonymity, showing both the effects the algorithms have on existing attacks,
as well as showing the increase in information gain from the new attacks.
Preventing these new attacks isn’t straightforward, as in many cases the adversary is merely exploiting the underlying mechanisms in the algorithms. With
the induced throttling attacks on vanilla and N23 congestion control, an adversary acts exactly as they should under heavy congestion, so prevention or
detection becomes difficult without completely changing the algorithm. In these
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cases it comes down to the performance/anonymity trade-off. However, in the
throttling algorithms the adversary is taking advantage of the fact that only the
raw number of open connections are considered when calculating the throttling
rate, allowing Sybil connections to be created using negligible resources. A throttling algorithm might prevent this by considering only active connections which
have seen a minimum amount of bandwidth over a certain time period, forcing
the attacker to spend a non-trivial amount of resources to significantly affect
the throttle rate. The throttling rate could also be weighted by each connection’s average bandwidth, creating a direct correlation between the bandwidth
an adversary must provide and its influence on the throttling rate. Alternatively,
throttling algorithms that do not directly consider the number of connections
would not be vulnerable to the attacks in this paper.
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